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mapp Services 
More time for what counts



Your benefits – mapp Services

Konja Bernroithner
Product manager, mapp Services 

"Focus on your core business:  
optimizing your machine processes.  

Leave the job of maintaining the  
mapp components up to us."

PDF reporting, OEE analysis, alarm systems and much 
more – all just a mouse click away with mapp Services.

Benefit from a constantly growing range of functions. New 
and existing mapps are completely interoperable. Leave 
the software maintenance up to B&R.

The software components of mapp Services communicate 
with each other automatically. Add new functions without 
new programming.

With mapp Technology, you can stop wasting time on generic 
functionality and focus on the value-adding processes that 
drive your competitive edge.

Save time 

Lower lifecycle costs

Design modular machines

Gain time for innovation
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Time for what counts

When you add the mapp Energy component to 
the application, it automatically retrieves the 
energy data it needs from all the axes.

If a new axis or entire CNC system is added, 
mapp Energy automatically retrieves its ener-
gy data.

Software quality guaranteed
mapp components are created following the principles of agile software development – 
with a focus on quality. Test-driven development means that automated testing is per-
formed as early as possible to streamline availability. Tests are performed at five different 
levels and new tests are added all the time. Additionally, each new or modified function is 
developed according to the two-man rule. All of these practices contribute to guaranteed 
high software quality.

The mapps are fully networked and exchange data auto-
matically using mapp Links. This lets you do things like 
set up an entire energy management system with a few 
mouse clicks:

mapp is revolutionizing the creation of software for industrial machinery and equipment. mapp components – mapps for 
short – are as easy to use as a smartphone app. Rather than write lines and lines of code to build a user management 
system, alarm system or motion control sequence from the ground up, developers of machine software simply configure 
the ready-made mapps with a few clicks of the mouse. Complex algorithms become easy to handle, and programmers are 
able to focus their full attention on the machine's value-adding processes.



Added value for your machine

mapp AlarmX is a modular, full-featured alarm sys-
tem. The controller registers alarms with microsec-

ond accuracy and can forward them on to other systems. 
Alarms can trigger actions such as opening a PDF file, playing 
an instructional video or displaying a virtual model of the ma-
chine with the location of the fault highlighted. These options 
all accelerate troubleshooting and boost productivity.

All axes, robots and other mechatronic units con-
sume energy. mapp Energy automatically collects 

this data for the entire machine via mapp Links and displays it 
in a clear overview on the HMI screen. Consumption can easily 
be converted to cost, based on current local prices. mapp En-
ergy helps optimize the efficiency of processes and save pro-
duction costs.

mapp IO lets you add I/O modules to your machine 
at runtime. No engineering tools are required – even 

if you're adding safety I/O modules. With mapp IO, you can gen-
erate I/O configurations directly from an ERP or order manage-
ment system. This greatly simplifies the task of managing vari-
ants of machinery and equipment. Additional variants and 
options are configured directly on the machine using mapp IO 
and then programmed using mapp CodeBox.

mapp AlarmX

mapp Energy

mapp IO

A++++

A+++

A++

A+

ENERGY

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) can be cal-
culated and compared for individual machines, 

plant components or across entire factories. View shift-by-
shift results on the integrated HMI screens or export them to a 
PDF or Excel file. Identify weaknesses at a glance and imple-
ment targeted measures to boost productivity.

With mapp CodeBox, you can program options in lad-
der logic without affecting the machine's primary 

application. The OEM can decide which data, functions and vari-
ables can be accessed via mapp CodeBox. mapp CodeBox is an 
HTML5 application and can run on any browser-enabled device. 
A powerflow visualization provides support for diagnostics and 
maintenance. Ladder programs can be saved, subjected to ver-
sion control and transferred to other machines.

Applications subject to the FDA's Title 21 CFR Part 
11 requirements can be developed faster and with 

less investment risk using mapp Audit. All user actions are 
logged with a timestamp and username. The data can be ex-
ported as an encrypted PDF. No organizational measures are 
required to prevent tampering on the control system. There is 
no need to write a program for the audit trail function – simply 
configure the necessary parameters.

mapp OEE

mapp CodeBox

mapp Audit



Option 2Option 2

Add machine options at runtime

More time for what counts

 < With mapp IO you can add I/O modules at runtime.
 < With mapp CodeBox you can program the new machine 

option in ladder diagram directly on the machine.
 < Commission the new machine option without ever having 

to touch the original machine software.



Alarm notifications via text message

More time for what counts

The machine shuts down due to a temperature violation.
mapp AlarmX logs the event as an alarm. 

mapp AlarmX has been configured to notify the service technician in the event of  
a stoppage, so mapp AlarmX forwards the alarm info to mapp Tweet.

mapp Tweet sends an SMS text message or email to the service technician –  
including a PDF with instructions on how to solve the problem.
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1TGMPSRV.00-01

1TGMPPACKML.10-01

1TGMPAUDIT.10-01

1TGMPOEE.10-01

1TGMPENERGY.10-01

1TGMPUSERX.10-01

1TGMPDATA.10-01

1TGMPCODEBOX.10-01

1TGMPTWEET.20-01

1TGMPASSET.20-01

1TGMPREPORT.20-01

1TGMPSEQ.20-01

Alarm system optimized for mechatronic units; alarms logged chronologically with microsecond precision; 
add help documentation and videos instructions

Hardware configuration at runtime; open interface for ERP systems

Comprehensive recipe management with export/import, encryption and more

Integrated user management system optimized for use with Visual Components

Modular machine software based on PackML standard; M2M and machine-to-MES communication  
with PackTags

Implement machine software compliant with FDA 21 CFR Part 11; log user actions and machine events  
in real time; read and export audit trail without additional software

Record machine data for calculating equipment effectiveness (OEE) by mapping data sources;  
export KPIs to CSV file

Record energy data to calculate total consumption of machine as basis for optimizing mechatronic units; 
break down consumption by production batch

Implement role-based user management with access control and electronic signatures as per 21 CFR 
Part 11; optimized for use with mapp View HMI applications

Sample and store process variables with microsecond precision; export in open file format

Program machine options in ladder diagram on the machine; integrate them into the HMI application 
using mapp View

Send and receive text messages and emails directly on the machine; trigger notifications with alarms 
and events

Calculate equipment effectiveness (asset intensity); export KPIs in open file format; Calculations based 
on industry-optimized standards

Generate PDF files from the PLC; use any variables as data source; display reports directly in mapp View

Connect configured production steps at runtime to respond flexibly to changing production  
requirements; open export/input interface; integrate in mapp View HMI application

Function description

For more details about a specific function, simply enter the model number listed above at
www.br-automation.com. There, you'll find manuals, downloads and more.
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Integrated automation
Global presence
Solid partnership

Your local contact
www.br-automation.com/contact

office@br-automation.com
www.br-automation.com

t  +43 7748 6586-0
f  +43 7748 6586-26

B&R Strasse 1
5142 Eggelsberg, Austria

B&R
Industrial Automation GmbH


